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Abstract

Where is Mr. Berg? is a narrative short lm that contemplates the relationship
between parents and their children. This paper documents the growth of the story, how
the story gets shaped and blossomed from the seed, and how the lm is produced with
minimal compromise to the original idea under the pandemic. I, as the Director and
Director of Photography in this lm, will break down the tangible process from different
mindsets and visions in this thesis from scene to screen.
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Introduction
Where is Mr. Berg? tells a story about a young adult Nick trying to replace the
dead cat for his dad, Walt (who has Alzheimer's), to make him happy.
This is a story about resurfacing neglected feelings. In the story, Nick cares about
his dad. However, he falls into a careless routine that he’s become used to. Not everyone
has the energy to stay perfect in every aspect of their lives. As for the dad, he wants the
cat because he doesn’t feel as though Nick gives him enough companionship to ful ll his
needs. He is also going through grief after the loss of his wife. He can't articulate the
events of his life well, and Nick doesn't have the energy to take care of his feelings. After
realizing his dad had thought Nick was just a social worker, Nick reevaluates his
relationship with his dad and nally begins to relate to his dad.
What kind of story would intrigue the author, I believe, is always rooted in their
life experience. What happens in childhood, the bumpers, and the events in life will shape
the world in a person's eye. The things that I love, hate, and care about are all born out of
these interactions. To me, writing a story is always about a metaphor—a muf ed truth. A
riddle and a distorted life experience that projected in words at rst ended up showing in
visual and acoustic languages. Telling the epiphany, revealing a cinematic experience, and
leaving a question mark, hoping it can arouse some re ections at the end of the audience,
is my way of telling the story.
I always get fascinated with the story that provokes self-contemplation. In my
philosophy, being able to obtain inner peace is always the rst step before I branch out to
the material world. Knowing what I need and understanding how I feel gives me a solid
mental world and guides me on how I approach it. In my case, family is a theme that I
want to talk about. There is an idiom in Chinese, "家家有本难念的经," saying every
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family has its own dif culties that they have to deal with. This idiom implies the solution
would vary from family to family.
I grew up in a traditional Chinese family. My parents believe that the only way to
gain Happiness is a simple formula: Science student + Good grade in an excellent college
+ Stable job for money + Car and house for marriage = Happiness. "This is good for
you, so take it. And be good at it." has been repeated thousands of times by my parents
when I tried to discuss it with them. The paternalistic mindset gives me an idea about my
story. What if Karma is true? What if there is a circle of cause and effect? What if when
the parents get old, their children treat them the same way they did? What if this
unwanted will has never been addressed? From here, I decided to have father and son
characters. And the son is "feeding" the father what he thinks is good for him.
With the players, the next step for me is to gure out the eld they will interact
with each other. In China, there are four elements people would consider fundamental
needs: Clothes, Food, Residence, and Transportation. Owning a house instead of renting
it for your life has been a culture in my time. Because there isn't a mature law to protect
the tenant, the landlord can stop renting the house to them as they wish. In elders' eyes, it
equals a miserable life. The concept of home has been rooted deeply in Chinese culture.
Chinese spring festivals have been the busiest transportation time in China. No matter
where you are, you are destined for a trip to go home for the reunion. The home, in this
case, is tied down to both characters in the exact location. The son may get rid of the
father when working in the daytime, but they will eventually have to face each other.
Nobody can leave the location permanently in the story.
The third element I need is the question. What do I want to ask in this story?
When I tried to imagine putting a harsh father and a son together in the house, the idea
of "How long would it take for them to get irritated by each other?" came to me naturally.
I decided to make the dad aggressive. But then everything seems to fall into a cliché, a
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classic father and son relationship. To pursue difference, I decided to reverse their power
dynamic. The son has more power in the family, and the father also needs more attention.
The idea of having the father be 50-year-old and being repetitive nally hit me. However,
from the son's perspective, there is not a strong reason for him to stay and deal with his
bad temper dad. He can treat his repetition as his personality and walk away. Alzheimer's
is the best t for the story to create a situation tying them down in life. The son has to take
care of his father physically and swallow down whatever mean words that may be spit out
from his dad.
Initially, I think the son would be patient with his dad as usual. After the patience
was drawn out, he would no longer actively respond to his dad. This is where the story
started. The thought of "Titty for the baby as long as they stop crying." starts guiding the
son's behavior. He doesn't care about his dad's feelings anymore. He stops thinking about
what's in his dad's mind. As long as dad does not cause drama, life has to go on. These
are the background settings I had for the story. In the plot, I want to ask, “What does it
take to bring yourself (the son) to reconsider the relationship between you and whom you
love? And how hard it is to communicate in one way?” The son in the story always has
the power the make the step to communicate. That said, he is not being passive and
forced to make decisions. When the father's "noise" gets louder and louder to an
inevitable level, the son has to do something to solve the situation. After having a heart-toheart moment, the son relates to his dad and no longer carries resentment toward him.
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Iterations of Concepts and Ideas
I struggled to settle down with a lovely idea and script for my thesis. The rst
obstacle was the theme. I knew I wanted to tell a story about love. But which kind of love?
Love from the father to the family? Love from the son to the parents? Love from a boy to
his girlfriend?… There are too many answers and branches. I tried not to marry any idea
initially and just went with my gut feelings. Then, I thought of Retired, a lm I made at
RIT. It talks about a young man who retires from a company and gets replaced by society.
In that story, I implied the fear of being discarded by society once a person no longer
contributes to it. Being a perfect model and being bene cial to the community is always
stressful to me and I made that apparent in the story I wrote. So I decided to shift that
intention a little and tell a story about a family. What if a man has successfully been a role
model for so many years? How does he feel? Having the main character as a male helps
me relate to the story. This story throws a question that I want to ask myself. Do you want
to keep the stress and be “perfect” for many years? At that point, I felt I had found the
story I wanted to tell. After a few days of ddling with words, I have the logline of the
story:
“At the end of the summer, John realizes he missed the opportunity to spend time
with his family. He wants to take a day off from work and take the whole family on a
beach vacation before his daughter returns to school. However, his boss does not permit
him. Thus John has to decide whether time with his family or his chance of a promotion
is more important.”
The story itself is pretty straightforward. It’s a decision about family or work. Do
you want to trade your promotion with family time? To make it more dramatic, I thought
of the magical realism style, with the main character staying in work—home loop. There
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are no other location elements in the story except working in the of ce and going home to
relax from work. But after a few days of contemplation, I knew the story would not work.
Because the answer is way too clear: everybody will choose family. There is not a decisive
struggle for the main character. I thought of shaping the main character to become a
workaholic person but found it even harder to do this in a short lm.
A spark ignites in my brain when I felt nowhere to go. Why not just get rid of the
family element? Then it’s all his decision. It’s all about himself. It’s a choice between self
and work. A decision between yourself and social expectation. Style-wise still maintains
magical realism. Now I have a character whose goal is to get to the beach for a break
from ongoing work. The next question is, what’s the con ict? Having all the contests in
the of ce seems doable, but I think it’s too repetitive. The story will be intriguing, either
with one big location or several small locations. However, it is hard to have a place with
many extras in the of ce during covid. I have to do the script with a tiny of ce and maybe
two characters. I was not satis ed with the experimental setup of the story because the
of ce will not sell it to me. At this point, I seemed to reach a dead end. Either I have to
compromise my location or not lm the story. Before this, I told myself don’t worry about
how to lm it, just focus on the story. But now I have to face reality. It was a tough time of
covid when I wrote the ideas and the demo scripts. I had to write a satisfying story and
thought of having minimal character and locations.
With these notes in my mind, I decided to form another story, a story about father
and son. As for this speci c topic, I had a lot to say. I wanted to talk about the stress my
dad embedded in me unconsciously. It's just a simple expectation—hope their children
will succeed in life. In my family's context, getting rich and working in politics. I tried to
communicate my thoughts to him, explaining that I wanted to be an artist and was ready
to be poor. Every time I just felt like talking to a stone wall. China has a vast population,
and the culture sees the parent and children as a whole group instead of seeing the
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children as independent adults when they grow up. A lot of young adults still live with
their parents to save money. This family structure hints at how I want to set up my story
with the father and son. I want them to live together. Thus they don't have a reason to get
rid of each other. Whatever problems they have between themselves, they can either face
them or take them to the grave. The solution to the problem is simple—listen to what
they say and understand what the other person really needs. The dif culty here is both of
them have to take a step. Communication is never going to be in one direction. The voice
has to be echoing back to be heard. In the story, Where is Mr. Berg?, I have a father being a
"noisy" person. He keeps asking for something from the son. Whether the son can decode
the authentic meaning from the "noise" or not decides if he can realize what is his dad's
genuine needs. I love the idea that “you always have the key, but you never detect it.”.
After this iteration, I felt pleased with my story idea and elements. Two characters and
one location. It is a good t for the covid size production.
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Preproduction
Script and Character Design

With both main characters settled down, I created a few small scenes where the
father and son interact with each other and show the son has already gotten tired of this
lifestyle. I also have some side characters like neighbors in the story to reveal the father’s
loneliness —— they are having a family party in their yard with a bon re while the father
is watching from his window in the dark. However, having a scene like this is not friendly
for production during covid. Location and capacity restrictions limit the scale of the story.
But luckily, I sparked the idea of using a cat as an emotional symbol between the father
and the son. It is not only just a pet but also carries the father's and the son’s memories.
From now on, the cat is Chekhov's gun for the story.
I set up a twist in the plot at the end to reveal the two characters’ relationship ——
father (Walt) and son (Nick). At the story’s beginning, I present Walt as an older adult who
lives by himself and Nick as a young man who seems new to the house for cleaning. Alone
with the story, the audience may relate to Nick as a social worker and consider taking care
of Walt as part of the job responsibility. However, when they realize that Walt is Nick’s
father. They may experience an attitude change because this older man is no longer just a
person who needs to be taken care of. He is also part of the family. I’m curious what
reaction the audience would have.
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Preproduction
Storyboard, Pre-visualization, and Lighting Plan

The tone and some of the cinematic specs of the lm were decided before the
location was locked. For example, I want this lm to pace slowly — Statistic shots
combined with 4:3 or even 1:1 ratio framing. I wanted the audience to stay away from the
characters and observe the lm instead of being with the characters. The beats in the
script will support this style of minimal camera moving. The camera will be slightly under
eye level. It will create a not satis ed visual impression for the audience, enhancing Nick’s
situation. Static is an essential element that I want to keep for the whole lm.

Scene from Love as visual style reference

The idea of not moving ts the plot that John barely moves in his life and
represents the limitation of his current life. The isolation of him being trapped in the
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routine will be shown through the cool tones of the colors. I do like the framing in Love
and Date Nite (2019). It shows the character having a meditative moment while he is
isolated. Wide shots are preferred in this lm to present John’s isolation. Sound effects will
be an important part of this lm. It will give the audience a visual illusion in close-ups,
showing John’s struggles. Long takes with minimal movements will be the main
choreography for the lm. The distances of people created in these moments will bring
realism to the audience.

Scene from Date Nite (2019) as visual style reference
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After scouting the location, I nished a lighting plan for the shooting. It includes 5
locations in the house.
The bedroom is the most straightforward scene in this lm. In this scene, Walt will
stand in front of the mirror, and Nick will walk in from behind. I used one Arri S30 light
with the softbox to create a soft texture light for Walt and used an Arri L7C to point at
the door for Nick.

Bedroom scene lighting diagram

As for the kitchen scene, I planned to use an Arri S120 shining through the
window to mimic moonlight and an Arri S30 from the left side of the room to mimic the
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room light. In addition, in order to draw the audience's attention to Nick in this scene, I
planned to have a small LED light bulb in the microwave oven to enhance the light.

Kitchen scene lighting diagram

I had a strong vision for the dining room but also realized it would be hard to
execute the lighting. The dining table was in a small area that connected the living room
and the kitchen. I planned the hang an Arri S30 above the table and point it down to the
table. The L7C would be put at the end of the kitchen to mimic room light. The S120
would be put outside of the house and pointed to the kitchen as moonlight. There were
two concerns: One was the dining room’s height. The other was the height of the
moonlight. Because the kitchen and the dining room are on the third oor, I was worried
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that the S120 wouldn’t be able to go above the window and create a right angle of the
light beam. The backup plan was to use the L7C as the moonlight and get rid of the
S120.

Dinning room scene lighting diagram

I could not plan much for the bathroom because of the white wall and the small
space. The key light in this scene was the practical light. There were no windows in this
room, so I decided to put an L7C from the frame left and motivate the moonlight.

Bathroom scene lighting diagram
16

The lighting plan in the living room was regular to shoot the scene from the
shadow side. I planned to have a cross-key lighting setup with two S60s. Because the white
ceiling will bounce a lot of the light in the room, I planned to check out two 8x8 black
duvetyne from the cage to manage the light leak.

Living room scene lighting diagram
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Preproduction
Location and Set Design

Location was an arduous task for preproduction during the pandemic. My
producer Zichen and I gathered together and browsed the Rochester area Airbnb list. We
have 6 locations in our mind, and Zichen reached out to them individually. Unfortunately,
most of them were not allowed to lm there because of the covid concern. But we still get
one owner to say yes to us at the end. After the agreement, we started our scouting. The
location is a tile house lled with many different religious items. I was delighted with this
location not just because of the massive amount of props that I could use in this place but

Living room of the house
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Kitchen of the house

19

Dining room of the house

also because the complexity of the space itself embraced a vast cinematic potential. I
made the most use of the house and rearranged the item in the room for the lm. The
living room, dining room, kitchen, and one of the bathrooms are locked in my mind for
the scenes I had in the script.
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Preproduction
Casting and Rehearsal

The audition starts in early September through zoom. Nine people signed up and
met with Zichen and me. All of the auditions were recorded in order to use as a reference
later for making decisions. In the mid of October, the actors are locked down for the lm.
James Louth is a familiar face to me. I have seen his performance in several RIT lms

James Louth as Walt

before and want to work with him. During the audition, I asked him to perform a sense
of “no longer the hero” At that point, I knew he was the best t for Walt. André Rojas-
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Castillo is a student at Syracuse University. He does not have any acting background, but

André Rojas-Castillo as Nick
his acting of nerves and irritation is very natural. In the story, Nick is a burned-out
character who wants to stop Walt from being chatty. Although Nick is annoyed, he still
tries his best to control himself. Some internal struggles happen in the dinner scene, which
is present by Nick's facial and body reactions. I think André nailed it.
There were three times of rehearsals before the lm was shot. Two times on zoom
and one time on the location. Because there are many beats in the script, I was focused on
their facial reaction, tone, and cadence during the rst two times of the online rehearsals.
Then, when we were at the location, I focused more on the blocking and their body
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movements. Since I am also the director of the photography of the lm, I checked some

James and André rehearse at the location

camera framings when we rehearsed in the house.
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Production
Crew and Schedule

The production days were October 31st and November 1st, 2020. There was a
reshoot planning in early March of 2021. However, James got covid a week before the
reshoot. I would not be able to push it off because of the post-production deadline thus
the reshoot did not happen. The laundry scene didn’t get shot as well, but it was a small
scene and was not in uencing the plot that much; thus, I decide not to shoot it. In order
to minimize the crew scale under the covid-19 in uence, there were only ten people on set
for the production. Mask was required, and hand sanitizer was provided. Lunch was
provided by Maria Biemiller and delivered each day. Windows were open for ventilation
purposes during the lunch break.
On location crew list
Walt — James Louth
Nick — André Castillo
Producer & AD — Zichen Liang
Director & DP — Wen Tong
Camera Operator — Sebastian Puertas
1st AC — Addy Farrell
2nd AC — Rylie Field
Key Gaff — Donald O’Brien
Gaffer — Jill Vorreiter
Grip & DIT — Teng Chen
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Boom Op — Durotimi Akinkugbe
Sound Mixer — Isaiah Gates

25

Production
Directing Actors On Set

I was very con dent about the production before I walked into the set, knowing all
my crews were reliable and both actors were fully rehearsed. The bedroom and kitchen
scene got shot rst, and everything went well. However, when I was experiencing using
one take for the entire scene as an artistic choice, I noticed that James could not deliver
his dialog for an entire long take. After another two times of trials, I decided to cut this
three-page-long scene into multiple beats based on the editing point I had in my previsualization. Nevertheless, James still missed some of the dialogs during the takes. I tried
to let James run free for two takes but the improvised dialogs were not matched with what
I had in my mind. I asked for ten minutes break and talked to James. He said he felt tired,
and it was probably because of the late night. I had him take a break and started to have
an on-set backup plan. My AD came to me and told me that the production was running
late on time. I had to move on from this angle or start thinking of cutting some of the
angles from this scene. Since I did not have any satis ed full-length master takes, I was
worried that making a decision on cutting angles under time pressure would cause trouble
when getting to the nal editing. I decided that we still do all the angles but scheduled
fewer takes. As for the acting itself, James started with higher energy when playing Walt,
which is not what I thought he would be. I spent more time with him and helped him to
get to the character that I wanted. André stated with too low energy, which was hard to
make the audience believe that he was just a social worker here. I wanted him to feel like
although he had worked in the house several times, he still had a distance from Walt.
André nailed the Nick that I wanted after a few runs. We could not get to the bathroom
scene as we planned in the call sheet for day one. My producer was not happy with it, and
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I explained my struggle to her, promising I would cut some angles for the bathroom scene
and have the G&E department leave the lights on sticks to save time.
Day two went well at the beginning for the bathroom scene. However, when the
crew moved out to the front door scene it started snowing heavily. I had to ask my camera
operator to adjust the camera to avoid having the snow in the frame because it will easily
make the scene inconsistent between cuts if not managed well. The unexpected snow also
slowed down the lighting. In order to make more time for the living room scene, I ended
up lit the scene with a light wand. When the lighting department was set up for the living
room, I rehearsed with James and André. My producer approached me with an awkward
face, telling me that the cat, Willy, was too scared of the new location and curled up in the
bag. I noticed that I had never taken Willy to this house before and just blindly trusted
that he would be calm and friendly. Zichen tried to take him out of the bag, but he got
very stressed and started struggling. I suggested opening the zip so Willy could only have
his head out of the bag. But once the bag opened a zip, he wanted to jump out of it. We
were both afraid that having Willy out with stress may crash some of the expensive vases
or decorations in the room. After a few tries, we decided to keep him in the bag instead of
having him out. However, it does not look good visually because of the meshes of the bag.

Behind the scene — Willy in the bag
27

Although the cat was all set, I still did not feel satis ed — when Willy moved around in
the bag, it naturally distracted the audience. Thus I told André to lower the bag to
minimize Willy’s in uence. I would redesign the shots if I knew this would be the case.
But the set had to go on, and this was the best we could do at that moment.
There were a couple of aspects I learned from this project as the director. The rst
would be the pre-production with the actors. I should’ve spent more time with the actors
beforehand, learning how to work with them better. Because there was no universal way
to work with an actor. Every actor has their own way to approach their goal when it
comes to performance. Some people won’t feel tired during the whole time and would
give their best anytime. Some people would prefer not to do their 100 percent for every
rehearsal because they knew they would burn out before the real takes. If I could learn
what they’ve experienced before and how to work with them to get the best performance
before getting to the real set, I would de nitely feel more con dent to make the decisions
when shooting the lm. Secondly, learning how to make the actor feel safe and
comfortable on set would be an aspect that I thought I should’ve improved. After noticing
one of my actors would not be able to give their full energy out, I choose to chat with my
producer and decide to move on without explaining to them my thought. Since they were
also aware of this situation, I should’ve asked how the actors feel about whether to keep
doing this or not. Because I did feel the mood of the set went down after serval apologies
and trials and I did believe that bled into the later shoot. I was rushed by my AD on set
and missed this. Tackling the mood rst and then moving to the next thing was what I
learned from this.
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Production
Directing The Cinematography On Set

Switching hats on set between the director and the director of photography was
hard. I still took on both responsibilities because I already had a strong vision of the story
while writing the script. It was easier to tell myself what I wanted and convey those
artistic choices and visions in my brain into a practical plan than to spend days and nights
talking to a person. In order to not be taken too much attention from the director position
when being on set, I spent tons of hours scouting the location, drawing down the location
map, and pre-visualizing the camera angles. Thus I could hand the lighting diagram to
my team and do tweaks after the lights were set.
There were four scenes planned for day one. Except for the bathroom, the rest of
the scenes were shot in the order of the bedroom, the kitchen, and the dining room.
Because the bedroom was the second scene of the lm, and it was the rst time for the
audience to see Walt. I wanted to create a mental distance between Walt and Nick within
the small room. Thus I took advantage of the bedroom mirror and extended the visual
distance between them. As for the kitchen scene, I had an Arri S120 come in from the
outside of the house as moonlight and had a light wand hiding inside the microwave to
enhance the microwave light. I planned to use an 18 mm lens for this scene and shoot
from the other room to include the door frame. Nevertheless, I decided to use a 50 mm
lens to create a normal instead of a slightly distorted vision because I thought shooting
from a low angle and seeing the ceiling in this scene would give the audience
uncomfortable solid feelings which were not matching with Nick’s character at the
moment.
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The lighting of the dining table scene took much more time than I thought. The
rst issue I ran into was the lamp on the ceiling was not moveable, and it limited the space
for another light to be put underneath it. I had the Arri S30 with barn doors on to
prevent lighting from bouncing around in the room. In order to give space for the actors
to move during the takes, there was no space for extra c-stands to be set up. In the end, I
taped a bounce board on the barn door and successfully cut the light leak on the walls.
This lighting setup also restricted the camera movement on the vertical level. I chose to
stay slightly lower than eye level and make it static. The nal image turned out well. I
wished the room was bigger. I could use a longer lens for this angle to compress the spatial
elements together more. The moonlight was also compromised because the dining room
was located on the third oor. The combo stands for the light that was not tall enough to
create a right angle of the moon. Human eyes are susceptible to shadows. Instead of
having all the shadows pointing upward, I had the moon evenly lit in the background, so
it better blended into the overall image.
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Kitchen scene from Where is Mr. Berg?

Behind the scene of dinning room scene (left)
Dinning room scene from Where is Mr. Berg? (right)

On day two, we had three setups: the bathroom scene, the front door scene, and
the living room scene. The narrow bathroom not only challenged the lighting team to nd
a good angle to beam the light but also gave an issue to the sound team with a very bad
reverberation condition. My plan to light the scene was to avoid using the practical light
on the bathroom wall and use the Arri s30 instead. However, even with S30, it’s hard to
hide the light to the left side of the frame because the sink has already taken the spot. I
tried to only have the room light on as the key light but noticed that the bulb was too
weak to give the camera enough exposure. I ended up hiding the S30 on the right side of
the frame behind the wall and facing toward the ceiling, evenly lling the bathroom
motivated by the practical light. To create moonlight in a no-window room, I set up the
blue light outside of the bathroom and angled it to the best it could. If I could decide
again, I would rather not have the moonlight here than have a moonlight with an
awkward beam angle. The moonlight in this scene was too strong as moonlight and
provided a distracting shadow on the wall every time Nick walked across the Z-axis of the
image. The moonlight was also not managed well under the time pressure, which leaked
onto Nick’s face when he stayed next to Walt.
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Bath room location (top-left)
Behind the scene of bath room scene (top-right)
Bath room scene from Where is Mr. Berg? (bottom-center)

The snow started falling when we moved the lights for the front door scene. There
was an Arri S30 pointed at Nick from the frame right. To save time for the later scene, I
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used the light wand to mimic moonlight instead of repositioning the Arri L7. It turned
out well in the nal image because the scene was planned to use tight framing so even the
light wand could quickly light the whole scene.

Behind the scene of front door scene (left)
Front door scene from Where is Mr. Berg? (right)

Although the living room scene was the second most extended scene in the script,
the lighting setup was straightforward. The cross-key lighting setup would provide both
actors with beautiful high lights and eye lights. Bene ting from the position these key
lights were, I could shoot this scene from the dark side of the axis. When the camera was
facing the hallway, I put a blue light mimicking the moon in the other room to create an
interesting look in depth. Willy’s reaction to the location was the only element that I
misplaced. He was afraid of the new environment and crowded with people. Every time
we pulled him out of the cat bag, he would run and hide under the furniture even though
his “mom” was on set trying to comfort him. I decided to have him in the bag instead of
not lming him at all. It was not a perfect solution. However, that was a practical solution
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Behind the scene of living room scene (left)
Living room scene from Where is Mr. Berg? (right)

under time pressure. In the ending scene, where Walt struggled to recall his son’s number,
I used the low angle with a 35mm lens and put him at the bottom of the frame. People
usually use a high angle to make their character vulnerable. Nevertheless, I felt that

Living room scene from Where is Mr. Berg?

framing Walt inside of the door frame with a slight lens distortion showed the relationship
34

between Walt and the environment, re ecting his insecure feeling. The low angle showed
that he still thought he had everything in his hand. The con icting emotional experience
that Walt had resulted and presented through the cinematography.
There were many experiences in this production I learned along the way. It did not
pop up until I got in front of it. Like I did not realize that the weather slowed the
production down even though the principal cinematography was done inside the house.
The production time was not planned enough for this project. We had 15 hours of total
production time for two days. I would have at least three 8-hour days if I got to do it
again so the director could have more time to spend with the actors and nesse the acting
details. Same for the director of photography. There would be more time to spend on
tweaking and polishing shots if the production was not under time pressure. I have no
regrets about the given situation during the pandemic since I tried my best at that point.
It was an excellent experience for me to learn not only how to approach the idea
creatively in a project but also teaches me how to manage and schedule a project properly.
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Post-Production
Editing

CT worked as the editor for this project. I like to work with him because he has a
creative mindset and the creative decisions are easier to communicate. He is also very
patient and full of energy. I do not remember how often we sat down for hours and hours,
discussing the current editing version and frankly contributing our opinion on it. After the
second ne editing, I found my thesis committee for feedback.
My thesis chair Munjal Yagnik gave me a good amount of solid feedback. As for
the acting, he mentioned that “The father looks caricature. He does not look like he's the
character who has dementia. The hiding pill part in the dinner scene is too easy for the
father. There should be an obstacle for him to cheat Nick. For example, Nick should focus
on the father to ensure he takes the pill even though he's on the phone. Moreover, the son
is irritated by his father constantly in the dinner scene. He should be more chill about his
father’s feelings.”. In terms of the story, he thought the lm needed to give the audience
more clues that the son is getting a cat for the dad by the phone. The twist that Nick is
Walt’s son at the end was unclear. It required more leading in the lm for the audience to
connect those points. Munjal also shared his opinion on the subject of the lm’s visual
decisions. He thought the beginning scene (Nick smoking at the front door) and the
bedroom scene (Walt staring at the glass) needed a wide shot to start the scene. Since it
did not have a revelation when it cut from the close-up to the wide shot. It’ll be a better
decision to use a wide shot as an introduction for the audience; The cyan moon in the
bathroom scene looked too modern, which is not consistent with the style of the rest of
the lm; The cat should be framed better. The audience cannot see the cat properly in the
current version. Speci cally, I discussed the low-angle shot I used at the end with Munjal.
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for. It needed an eye-level close-up instead of a low-angle shot here where the father is
dialing. Because the low-angle shot would draw the audience’s attention to the
architecture instead of leading their emotion. I thought the low-angle shot and putting
Walt at the bottom-center of the frame with the slightly distorted background (provided
by the 35mm lens) set the character small enough in the wide architecture, revealing
Walt’s hopelessness.
I also got some valuable feedback from my thesis committee, Jack and Brian. From
Brian: “I didn’t mind that dad was scattered. It didn’t read as a caricature but as an old
man. Furthermore, I didn’t mind that Nick was annoyed. It made him relatable and sold
the idea that he had been dealing with this for a long time and was just exhausted. I like
him even more that, given how exhausting this all is, he still does it.”. As for acting, both
of them thought the pill scene felt awkward because Walt was so obviously not taking it,
and yet the son was hovering over him without reacting. The audience could buy it more
if they got to see how the son was reacting to this foolishness rather than have the
impression he was getting away with it but not logically understanding why. Brian thought
a better solution here was that it didn’t require more than bringing the phone call in
earlier and more abruptly since that explained the lack of reaction to Walt’s foolishness.
Thus, the dad considered taking the pill to his mouth as the son watched. Once, the
phone rang, distracted Nick, and Walt Hid the pill as he walked into the kitchen. If the
lm here had a closeup of Nick’s concerned look as he watched Walt, that would bridge
the two moments and truncate the whole sequence to make it more believable. In the
living room scene — where the audience saw the cat rst time. Brian thought something
was missing in the “You are trying to fool me” exchange. Walt was just not entirely
convincing in his transition from excitement to anger. If the lm had a cut to Walt looking
at the cat carrier where the audience can see that realization, maybe even his POV
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He held the opinion that this shot seemed off from the visual style approach I was going

towards the cat, the transition would sell better. Jack thought the main issue here was the
mismatch of the eye-line. Nick’s middle shot looks at the camera, which does not match
Walt’s.
As for the shots and angles of the lm, they both thought the opening took too
long before they got to see what Nick was looking at. Having an insert of the phone to
reveal what was so intriguing to him or having a music cue, cluing the audience into his
character, would improve this part. The camera hung too long on the shot of Nick
watching Walt in front of the mirror. It could use a POV cut away to show what he’s
watching and that Walt is oblivious to him. Or considered cutting deeper into “You’re
tired.” as a line that reveals he’s been watching for a while. Brian wished there was food in
the bowl closeup at the end of the montage where Nick stared at the wastebasket. This
would register the thought of him contemplating the dead cat and deciding about it.
As an outcome, I adapted most of the feedback and re-edited the lm based on the
beats of the script and the character’s motivations; Added more sound cues that are
necessary for the plot; Edited out the poop scene since this scene confused the audience in
the current version and I have less image content for me to clarify the idea.
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Post-Production
Sound Design and Mixing

I got Creighton Yanchar as this project’s sound designer and sound mixer. First, we
settled down on the scale of the project. How long of sound effects does the lm need?
Which part of the lm needs a special sound effect? What is the tone of the lm? What
kind of environment are the characters in? I also provided a piece of sample music from
Jun to give Creighton a sense of what tone I was going for.
Two weeks later, he handed me the rst version. I felt like something was missing
in this version besides some of the volume dynamics of the dialogue that needed to be
adjusted. After letting it sleep in my head for a few days, the reason popped up. — the
environment was too quiet to be a room. The dialogue sounded very dry in this case.
Thus I decided to add the weather to the sound scale. The rst idea that came to me was
snow because it was snowing when we shot the outdoor scene. In the end, I used rain as
my nal decision since snow would give people an impression of cold greater than rain.
Moreover, I do not think the “cold” idea was conveyed visually throughout my lm. Rain
sound was eventually decided to add to the room needed to enrich the sound scale. In
terms of what kind of rain I wanted, I told Creighton to imagine the characters were in a
house built of wood. There was heavy rain outside of the house. The audience could hear
a slight sound like rain constantly dropping on the roof. Because the kitchen and dining
table were near the window, I also wanted rain on window sounds for those scenes. The
bathroom didn’t have any windows, but I pretended that the character could hear the
sound from the street. Because in the plot, Walt and Nick were having a contemplating
moment here, the room’s mood should be less depressed. As sound design here, the rain
should be at a drizzle, and the audience should hear what is happening outside the house
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pound; a brief silence after a while. In the last scene of the lm, the living room scene, the
rain starts again. It went heavy this time. I especially had a thunder sound effect cue on
Walt, staring at the phone at the end, acoustically enhancing his struggle.
I got the third update after a week. I bought all of the sound design in this version.
The question I had at this phase was the mixing. I got the perfect mixing as I expected
when wearing the headphones. But once I played with 5.1 playbacks, I lost the dialogue
and sound effects balance. Either the dialogues were too loud and became a little
disturbing, or the environment sound was so far away that it was hard to pick up by the
audience. Creighton told me that it would always be the case if the audience would listen
to this lm via theater speakers and headphones. Thus I had to make a decision. Thus the
lm ended up becoming dialogue-oriented.
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— the rustling of the leaves; pedestrians walking and driving by; cars running over the

Music

Jun Yong Jung was my music composer in this lm. I went to his website and
listened to his scores, believing his style was what I wanted. We started getting in touch
with him when the lm was about to lock down the editing. He was living in LA. Thus we
used zoom for all our meetings. In the rst meeting, I sent him the recent cut of the lm
so he could have a visual sense of the vibe. We discussed where the in and out points of
the lm were needed for the scores, What types and genres of music I was looking for,
and what would be the lm’s tone. Since I knew a little about music composing, instead of
talking about what the lm’s mood would sound like, I would be able to articulate my
thoughts better when working with him. We decided to score for the beginning of the
lm, where the montage happens, and the ending of the lm, where Nick hugged Walt.
For the rst try, Jun told me he would use piano and just compose some simple melodies
so I could see how it went and decide if this was the right track. He played a few
combinations of different major and minor chords with different rhythmic patterns and
got an idea of what I was looking for. I ended up down for minor piano in this section. He
told me he would have a sample up for the next meeting.
I was not fully convinced with the piano sounds after the rst meeting. Thus I
spent lots of time searching in genres with different instruments for what I wanted. The
piano was still my starting point. But instead of went directly to the grand piano with
bright sound, I looked at those tones of the old piano which had muf ed and dark sounds.
I was looking for those pianos, that could make a clicking noise when playing the keys. I
want to grasp the sense of malfunction from the tone of the instrument.
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In the second meeting, Jun sent me the rst version of the score. The melody was
in 3/4 time signature and composed by piano. I did like most of the scores. A big opinion
I had was in the beginning. The third and seventh measures sounded too delightful. The
mood of the notes started going up after measure three, which was a little opposite to the
somber mood that I wanted. The similar tone in the score worked well in the ending. The
single notes at the ending sounded very subtle. It included a feeling of conversion from
desperation to peace, which t the story’s mood at this point. I told Jun how I felt, and he
made the adjustments in the meeting. I also told him that I would like to try a different
instrument, like a string instead of a piano, believing that would also change the tone of
the lm. Experiencing different instruments playing the same melody would also help me
to grasp the right music. After a few trials, we decided to use an acoustic guitar as the vital
instrument of the music. Because I was not satis ed with the tone of the guitar that he
had in the composing software. He told me that one of his friends had a home studio and
could play and record guitar pieces. I had faith in Jun and had him handle this.
I got two versions of the guitar soloing the score after two days. — One with the
reverb of the guitar string on without. I told Jun I liked the soft one, which was less harsh
and sounded better for the lm.
At the end of the week, we had the third meeting. Jun not only added the guitar
notes but also mixed them with bass and cello in this version. It sounded very organic to
me, and I loved it the rst time I heard the mixing. Jun used the guitar for the beginning
and the piano for the ending, separating the scores’ feelings. There was only piano and
cello in the ending. The piano sounded more stable and warm compared to the guitar.
The score here felt like leaving a blank for the audience. Not only with the absence of the
bass and guitar but also leaving the melody un nished. As a result, it met up well with the
idea of the story. I thought it was a brilliant idea. The tiny tickles were the mixing. Such
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as, the volume of the bass needed to be louder; the reverberation of the nal note could
last longer.
Overall, it was a great and fun experience for me to work with a professional music
composer. I learned the music scoring process by having all the meetings with Jun,
exchanging our creative ideas, and understanding how to communicate our thoughts to
each other. I also noticed that a minimal understanding of music theory was essential. It
helped me articulate myself in all these communications.
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Post-Production
Color Rendering

Color, as one of the essential parts of the visual element, was always a topic that I
wanted to master. Not only knew what color I wanted for the lm but also knew how to
get there with the digital lmmaking work ow. Because I was the colorist for my thesis, it
became a vast playground for me to experience all the color potential for my lm.
Different from the lmmaking process twenty years earlier, the entirely digitized work ow
enables a considerable amount of people to participate in making high-quality motion
pictures with a small budget. However, the exploration of the technical progression
brought more information to post-production. More bottoms were made means more
information needed to be learned before jumping right into the game. As for me, I was
not only satis ed learning how to operate those color wheels in the software but also
learned how the industry would handle their project and what work ow they were
following as a standard. Because nobody in SOFA was working as a color assistant before,
I decided to work as my own color assistant, which meant I had to make the creative
decision and solidify a color and le management work ow.
In terms of the creative part of the picture, the overall plan was to use low contrast
as the tone for the image. Bringing up the shadow of the image gave me a sense of the
old lm. The color intention of the lm would go towards yellow and greenish most of
the time. However, it would lean onto reddish in some scenes. When manipulating colors
in the software, I ran into some issues and had some epiphanies. I would talk about them
based on issues in the following paraphrase.
Before I dived into color grading, I used to think there would be a massive number
of ways to color a lm. Thus in the early phase of the coloring, I tried a lot of directions
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and ways to grade the lm. But in the end, all the scattered points fell to one or two color
palettes considering the story's background setting, plot, and tone. Take one of my trials
as an example: I used to like the right image illustrated here as my lm’s tone because it
contained a more radical blue and yellow. But I picked the style on the left because the

The nalized color (Left) One of the early trial of the color (Right)

style ts more to the story and the color would not draw too much attention from the
audience by itself without supporting the storytelling.
The rst bump I had was syncing the color tone throughout the lm. I made one
screenshot of the hero shoot of each scene and graded them in chronological order. I
overlooked the issue until I got to the last scene. Because in those two scenes, the color
palette of the furniture and the room were similar. After I graded them all, I noticed they
both looked good individually but were very different when looking at one next. In the
last scene, the image leaned too much on red which was inconsistent with the visual style.
After a few trials and comparisons, I nalized the color with the yellow-green look.

They realized that the uniformity of the color in the lm matters. Thus I broke
down the lm and re-evaluated the scenes based on their visual similarity. The front door
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The original grade of the rst scene(Top left) The original grade of the last scene(Top right)
The original grade of the last scene(Bottom left) The nalized grade of the last scene(Bottom right)

scene and the kitchen scene were put together because the main subjects of the scenes
were lit by practical warm lights and surrounded by blue moonlight. To set it up more like
a contemplation scene, I enhanced the warm color overall in the image and reduced the
saturation of the blue. The contrast was also brought up to support the visual style.

The colored front door scene(Left) The colored kitchen scene(Right)
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Because in these two scenes, characters had less body movement, I could divide the image
into a few sections and grade them in detail.
I spent much time on the dining table scene and the bathroom scene syncing the
color. The color in the dining room was uni ed because I only had one LED light to lit
the character. However, in the bathroom scene, the main character was lit by a practical
light, and the ARRI LED panels lighted the surrounding. As a result, the color of the
practical light and the ARRI light was slightly different and blended in together, which
became a problem in the post-production when I tried to separate the character from the
environment. As a result, I prioritized the characters’ skin tone, enhanced the image’s
contrast, and shifted the cyan toward blue.
I was not paying too much attention to calibration and the deviation of color and
luminance on different display devices until I saw the color difference across laptops. I
used to calibrate all my work at home with a gaming monitor and send the result to the
director. They would also view the project on their laptop. This process cannot guarantee
any visual reproduction accuracy. The feedback based on this work ow would determine
how different the color was reproducing ability between the two monitors. To solve this,
at least one monitor must be calibrated to a standard. In most cases, it would be Rec.709.
The luminance of the monitor also needs to be set up to a standard when viewing the
content, which was hard to achieve without a calibration device on the Mac laptop.
However, even though two devices were calibrated, people would still get a slightly
different visual result because of many other effects such as viewing conditions. To
eliminate all the possibilities to screw up the outcome of the grading, the easiest way
would be to have the colorist and the director in the same room, watching the content on
the same display device.
Beyond the creative operations in this project. I also learned some psychophysics
knowledge related to how a colorist would do when in a post house. I remember spending
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over 4 hours alone in the dark room in front of the Sony X300 monitor, staring at the
image and tweaking it bit by bit. However, after I left the room and checked the lm from
my laptop later in the day, I noticed that the image was too dim. I thought it was because
my laptop was not calibrated. Thus it would look different from the calibrated monitor in
the color correction room. But later, I learned in Ed’s class that it was because of the
human eye adaptation. If not using a bias light or just heading out from the darkroom to

The rst image is the staring point and the last image is the nalized grading. In between are
the on progressing versions of grading.

refresh the vision, the colorist would be adapted to the color on the monitor after staring
at it for a long time. That means the colorist may chase their goal with a constantly
renewed adaptation which would be an endless circle. With this understanding, I
compared the previous versions of grading, realizing I was way off from my goal before.
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When exporting my lm, I ran into an issue: the video le was playing back with a
lifted shadow. After trying out all the output combinations, none of them work. I reached
out to Munjal, and he told me that exporting in DNxHR format and inputting in Final
Cut and then exporting would work. I followed the guide and nally tackled the problem.
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Evaluation
I was zooming for the RIT screening due to the covid restrictions. Where is Mr.Berg
got a lot of feedback on the cinematography and the plot of the story. People liked that
the lm was shot in a 4:3 aspect ratio and its nostalgic tone. Some people felt confused
with the story plot about where the cat came from, and some people who got the idea
thought the information was handed enough in the lm. Some comments mentioned that
to clarify the story the lm needed to be longer to compact all the information I wanted
to convey. There were also comments on the character design, like why I picked different
ethnicity actors as a family. Overall I thought I got lots of sincere and honest feedback
from this lovely community. I did not receive good or bad feedback on sound, which
became my only regret. I wish I could sit in the Wegmans theater personally to listen to
the lm since I had embedded many thoughts on sound.
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Conclusion

Where is Mr.Berg? was born during the most intensive period of the pandemic.
There were several restrictions and rules that people hadn’t dealt with before. Some
compromises and adaptations must be made to bring this project down to the earth. I
would make many changes to this lm and process it differently if I got to produce it a
year ago. But I still felt worth it when it was nalized and shown in the Wegmans theater
and online. I’m glad I moved all the mountains in the way of making this lm and gained
a lot of experience from doing it. As a motto in MAGIC, we learn by making things. All
the imagination of a lm would be a bubble if you never tried to do anything about it.
There will be something different from what I expected and turn out well. There will be
something like I expected but it ended up being a wrong decision. In a few key roles,
going alone in the whole lmmaking procedure sharpened my skills in those elds. I
would carry all the memories and experiences from this project and move to the next
phase of my life!
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